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Thank you to all attendees and sponsors who
supported the 2020 Sustainability Symposium. It
was incredible to see so many of you online and
reassuring that you value sustainability education!
Awards
Applications are open for the Leading the Change
Teacher Award - close 5 June
12 August - winning teacher announced
Stay tuned for more events and
opportunities to come in the near future.

learning

Email info@ssn.org.au for more information
We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our
respects to Indigenous Elders past, present and emerging.
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SCHOOL FEATURE

Focusing on biodiversity, Located at Norwell, a semi-agricultural district in the northern Gold Coast,
proximate to Southern Moreton Bay islands and waterways, Jacobs Well
the centre has evolved as Environmental Education Centre (JWEEC) became the first Education
a unique educational
Department Field Study Centre in the State in 1974. Its grounds have been
institution specialising in ‘learnscaped’ - transformed into a series of outdoor classrooms. Study sites
include: South Stradbroke Island, Behms Forest, Pimpama River, Moreton
sustainability.
Flexible program
development and delivery
allows scope across a
wide curriculum, simply
promoting “Enough For
All Forever”
(sustainability) through a
“Live the Learning”
(experiential learning)
approach.
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Bay, Freshwater ponds, Wavebreak Island and Jacobs Well district
mangroves.

JWEEC is committed to developing and implementing quality
environmental education programs and creating a caring, friendly and
productive learning environment. Here students immersion in the natural
environment will help to provide the foundation for a life of treading lightly
on the Earth. Aiming to assist in the development of an environmentally
conscious and active individual, JWEEC assists schools to achieve the best
educational outcomes for each student.
The Centre provides unique and high-quality experiential learning
opportunities, supporting the Australian Curriculum and senior Queensland
Curriculum and Assessment Authority requirements in a context not
available in the client schools learning environment. JWEEC also has scope
to deliver programs to tertiary institutions and community groups. A range
of day visit and residential programs are available to students from all
sectors and subject areas.
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The centre staff are the principal, six teachers, business
manager, unit support officer, marine programs officer
and two cleaners. The near 100-year-old schoolhouse,
as an important physical resource, is the hub for all
organisational and planning activities. The Centre has a
multipurpose classroom used for indoor teaching,
science lab and dining. Their kitchen is well equipped to
cater for large groups and is accompanied by a wood
fired pizza oven and a large outdoor undercover area.
Two dormitory style buildings with 45 beds can
accommodate students and community engaged in
residential programs.
The interpretive teaching space, “The Snakepit” houses all
of the “live” teaching resources – including native
snakes, lizards, turtles, frogs and insects. JWEEC’s most
specialised asset is their 12m vessel, called “Educat.”
Surveyed for 50 passengers, it is a floating classroom
used for transport, educational programs and research
around Southern Moreton Bay waters. Two wooden
dories and nine canoes complement the marine and
outdoor programs.
Working with over 6000 students and 100 schools per
year, JWEEC strive towards sustainability. The amenities
block is fully sustainable with tank water, compost toilets
and solar hot water. The centre has a working nursery
and mobile revegetation trailer. It also has a massive
solar panel bank and is one of the few schools in the
state with the ability to receive power credits.
JWEEC staff love the challenge of developing new or
tailored programs. This is to ensure all programs are
curriculum linked and include an underpinning extracurriculum focus on sustainability.

A successful community program is the ‘Wild Pizza
Night Initiative.’ In partnership with the Jacobs Well and
District Progress Association, JWEEC facilitates guest
presenters to deliver specialised themes and subjects to
the local community (the wood fired pizzas add to the
social and interactive aspect of the program). Over the
past 3 years, there have been 18 presentations on
themes such as changing oceans, dolphins, sharks,
native local animals and native bees. The Centre is
looking forward to many more.
Another highlight is the Mangrovewatch program,
facilitated with citizen science community members.
Partnering with the Wildlife Preservation Society of
Queensland, JWEEC has been able to engage the public
and students in filming and providing commentary on
local mangroves sites. This collected data is sent to
James Cook University to be analysed and used in
climate change projections.
Over the past few years, JWEEC has partnered with
resident artist Don Waters OAM to deliver art therapy
and wellbeing programs, 'The Importance of Me', to
specially targeted students. Art and the natural
environment provide them with coping strategies around
stress, depression and other issues of concern. In this
program, students are mentored by Don, using his unique
artistic and communication skills. The students learn to
develop their deep listening skills in the natural
environment.

Get in touch now:
https://jacobswelleec.eq.edu.au/
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Numinbah Valley Environmental Education Centre (NVEEC) established
in 1978, is located at Springbrook National Park in the Gold Coast
hinterland. The Centre was operational after the forestry department
finished cutting the timber in the area and there was no use for the land
anymore. It was gifted to Education Queensland to establish a field study
centre.

“At NVEEC, we share the
purpose of why sustainability
practices are visible and
essential to the learning
process and students are
invited to be environmental
champions while engaging in

programs at the centre.”
Melissa Traill,
NVEEC Teacher
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The timber cutters bunking quarters were converted to offices and a
classroom and students started arriving for day visits, or to camp in tents
onsite for a couple of days to learn about the environment. Cabins and
additional buildings have been gradually added over the years.
NVEEC caters for Pre-Prep to Year 12 students from state and private
schools from South-East Queensland. Day visits and 1 to 4-day camps
are provided. NVEEC focuses on an array of Australian Curriculum
areas to meet the visiting school’s educational needs and to help support
classroom learning goals. Programs have embedded environmental and
sustainability themes tailored for each visiting group. The Centre also
supports the Duke of Edinburgh International Award through facilitating
multi-day, ‘Adventurous Journeys’, allowing students to qualify in their
outdoor expedition components.
When visiting NVEEC, the students are guided through the ‘Numinbah
Way’.
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The 'Numinbah Way' showcases sustainability in action
across the site and is interactively woven into centre
activities. The Centre is proud to highlight and
demonstrate how they run on solar power, access
tank water, use worm farms to compost biotic waste
and separate abiotic items for recycling.
Through their core values and purpose, NVEEC is an
environmental education for sustainability hub. The
Centre’s motto is, ‘Inspiring Minds for a Sustainable
Future’, with the hope that all students leave with a
few things that they can enact to positively impact on
the environment through everyday sustainability.
These include simple ideas such as recycling their
rubbish at home, having a litter-free lunch box,
conserving
energy,
undertaking
backyard
biodiversity assessments, minimising water use and
local community group project participation.
In recent years, NVEEC has had some challenges to
respond to. The centre lost valuable land with
construction of Hinze Dam Stage 3, which included
rainforest, small creeks home to platypus (amazing
for their creek studies) and habitat areas with
Richmond Birdwing butterfly vines.
These
previously well used areas for student learning and
environment immersion were flooded during the
Stage 3 completion - it was difficult to lose them.

Changes force you to adapt, and the centre created
new learning spaces and field sites for teaching and
learning in the natural environment. Privileged to be
located within the stunning Springbrook National
Park, their programs involve students exploring
magnificent rainforest sites and state forests in the
local area, including Natural Bridge and Lamington
National Park.
Changes in the senior curriculum have helped the
expansion in geography, biology, and earth and
environmental science. Targeted programs such as
'Landform Transformation' are now offered for high
school students to collect hands on, real-life field data
they need for their formal assessments.
Over the coming weeks, changes to learning delivery
options responding to COVID-19 means the team is
looking to support schools, teachers and students in
new ways. Incursions and experiential learning
workshops onsite at schools are possible
and
customised programs supporting teachers to suit
learning goals. “We can be ‘scientists at work’ or ‘experts
in the field’ and visit classrooms via online meeting
forums”, NVEEC teacher Melissa Traill adds.
Get in touch now: https://numinbahvalleyeec.eq.edu.au/
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Introducing

Australian environmental education elder and Principal
at Amaroo Environmental Education Centre
As the Department of Education's Principal
Advisor - Environmental Sustainability (20032012), Cam Mackenzie had the crucial task of
writing the Statement on Sustainability for all
Queensland schools. The statement was tabled
to Queensland Parliament on 12 March 2008,
following significant research from around the
world (refer to page 8).
Being a sustainability field expert, Cam knows
that measurable benefits in social, economic,
environmental and educational sustainability
outcomes are critical for reflection and
evaluation of our progress towards a more
sustainable future. He strongly believes “by
working together to improve the quality of life of all
Queenslanders, and by respecting cultures, customs,
social and environmental values in our actions, we
can achieve sustainable society.” He adds, “through
sharing knowledge, engaging and building mutual
understanding, we see the development of a
sustainable cultural shift as a journey, not a
destination.”
As a student/teacher at Kelvin Grove College of
Advanced Education (now QUT), Cam was
fortunate to be the first prac student teacher to
attend the Bunyaville and Brisbane Urban
Environmental Education Centres, where this
epiphany occurred - “I had a passion for the
environment and an interest in education and here
were facilities that combined both as Environmental
Education, which was at its infancy in 1979.”

As a graduate teacher in secondary science and
biology in 1979, Cam was appointed teacherin-charge (Principal) of the Townsville
Environmental Education Centre (now the
Paluma EEC) in March 1980. The Centre's
closure was being considered,
challenging
Cam to make it a viable educational facility for
the North Queensland community. During the
next eight years of operation, his pedagogical
framework was established based on Earth
Education and broad connections with the
environmental and educational community
followed.
Forty years later and having been Principal at
three other environmental education centres,
an Environmental Protection Agency officer
and acting Principal of a state primary school,
Cam feels fortunate in saying “my career has
been an absolute blessing, combining my passion and
profession through environmental education for
sustainability in formal and non-formal sectors.”
His perpetual challenge has been to maintain
balance between work commitments, family
engagements and community participation.
“I’ve been president, vice-president and treasurer of
many community conservation and environmental
education organisations, and I struggle to say that
very important word no” he adds.
Fortunately, Cam has had the incredible
support and encouragement from his wife Liz
and darling daughters Katie and Sarah.
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Cam feels extremely fortunate to have
travelled around the world approximately 20
times representing Australia at international
environmental education forums. He has also
travelled widely in Australia as a member of
the National Environmental Education
Council, National Environmental Education
Network and the Australian Sustainable
School Initiative. The
fantastic support
provided by colleagues over the years has
enabled him to pursue his passion for
environmental education and to represent a
systems
approach
to
contemporary
embedding the principles and practices of
sustainability in an educational context.
When asked about his favourite projects, Cam
confesses, "those who know me will say I’m a
conference junkie. So, I would have to say one of
my favourite projects was to co-chair the Brisbane
2011 World Environmental Education Congress”.
With 800 delegates from 40 countries and a
budget of $750,000, it was an extremely
successful event. The most remarkable
conference that he remembers was held in
Georgia - the 35th Anniversary of the Tbilisi
Declaration for Environmental Education in
1977. As a seminal environmental education
document, Cam was the only Australian
invited and he states “it was a real honour to
present a keynote address and be part of the
Tbilisi +35 Communique working group.”
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More recently, Cam has managed the
construction of the eco classroom at the
Amaroo Environmental Education Centre,
which is aimed to be a 6-star Green Star
building. This facility will be a teaching and
learning
resource
for
sustainability
principles in practice. It has a 6.6Kw solar
system, Tesla Powerwall 2 battery storage,
seven internal temperature probes in floor,
walls and ceiling, electricity meter that
measures input and output, weather station
and wind turbine. Data will be displayed on
a live data dashboard for students to observe
resource usage measurements.
When asked about the future, Cam knows
his purpose and direction:
“I’m in my 40th year as an environmental
educator in the Department of Education so, my
main goal now is to mentor and coach aspiring
environmental education teachers and leaders in
this extremely important vocation. We are
currently faced with incredible challenges such as
climate crisis and biodiversity extinctions and I
feel environmental education for sustainability has
an important role in explaining the options we
have as individuals and a society to create our
sustainable future where we can have enough for
all forever.”
Get in touch with Cam at AEEC:
cmack18@eq.edu.au
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Sustainability as a cross curriculum priority – what role can the Jane Goodall Roots & Shoots Resource
Box for schools play in helping you integrate it?
Founded in 1991 by pioneer researcher and conservationist, Dr Jane Goodall, Roots & Shoots is a youth
service program for young people of all ages with the mission of fostering respect and compassion for all
living things. It promotes understanding of all cultures and beliefs and inspires each individual to take
action to make the world a better place for people, other animals and the environment.
The youth-led action program started with a group of 12 students in Tanzania who were environmentally
concerned. Today, Roots & Shoots has a network of nearly 150,000 members in over 140 countries where
youth can brainstorm solutions and devise projects surrounding their identified local problems for
animals, people and the environment.
Education for Sustainability (EfS) is at the heart of the Jane Goodall Institute Australia (JGIA), embraced
in all its programs and initiatives. For JGIA, EfS develops the knowledge, skills and values necessary for
people to act in ways that contribute to sustainable living patterns. EfS focuses on protecting
environments and creating a more ecologically and socially fair world through action that recognises the
relevance and interdependence of environmental, social, cultural and economic imperatives. Roots &
Shoots programs embrace the idea that sustainability addresses Earth's ongoing capacity to maintain all
life.
Issue 9 | May 2020
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JGIA hopes to support every teacher’s explicit
plan to integrate the sustainability crosscurriculum priority into their teaching
practices.
Schools
are
supported
with
curriculum resources to integrate teaching
while learning about our connections with
nature and living sustainably. The sustainability
cross-curriculum priority (SCCP) has been
developed around three key concepts: systems,
world
views
and
futures,
which
are
fundamental concepts in learning about the
topic. Each concept contains organising ideas,
providing
a
scaffold
for
acquiring
understanding, knowledge and skills.
JGIA aims for sustainable patterns of living,
seeking to meet the needs of the present
generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their needs.
A
renewed and balanced approach to the way
humans interact with each other and the
environment is required.
As part of the Jane Goodall Roots & Shoots
resource box for schools program, teachers in
primary schools are provided with ideas and
activities that enable students to investigate and
respond to a challenge, task or project
(commonly called project-based learning tasks).
It empowers them to pursue deep real-world
investigations about our wildlife and natural
environment. School communities involving
teachers, students and parents benefit greatly
from program participation and importantly,
enjoy the activities together.
This free initiative offers the opportunity to:
design real and complex projects for
learning;
think and create in digital and non-digital
environments to develop unique and useful
solutions by adapting and improving current
designs and innovating new possibilities;
think analytically and communicate using
multi-media formats;
engage in authentic assessment; and
present their learning via exhibitions.
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The Box for Schools is full of free resources,
containing multiple books, information about
the WOODiWILD program (created with the
sole purpose of re-planting habitat tree species
on Australian farms to provide for threatened
wildlife and address climate change – and,
amazing nature-based learning activities such
as:
“Australian Habitats”
Task: design and make a model of an Australian
animal’s sustainable habitat. Students can create
a safe and fun place for lizards, insects, bees,
frogs, fish, birds or furry friends.
“Seeds of Change”
Task: explore a range of young people ideas for
making changes for the planet. Then, create a
pop-up display, showing the questions and
solutions needed to help us design a sustainable
world
for
animals,
people
and
the
environment.
“It’s time to act now.”
Task: educate the broader community to
understand how and why we need to plant for
and maintain our bee-friendly gardens to
protect our bees, butterflies, birds and local
native wildlife.
JGIA encourage all early childhood centres, primary
schools and homeschoolers to register for the Jane Goodall
Roots & Shoots Resource Box and become environmental
champions! For more information, visit:
https://rootsandshoots.org.au/resourcebox/
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Noah
h
Jay

16 year old Noah Jay is
Somerset College's lead
student and a founding
member of the Sustainable
Spartans initiative. He is a
keen conservationist and
has taken action to protect
and defend the natural
world since primary
school.
Noah (pictured above)
walked the 61km
Kangaroo Island
Wilderness Trail in
2018. Unfortunately
the area suffered
significant damage in
the recent bushfires so
he feels very fortunate
to have experienced
this place.
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Noah is a Year 11 student currently studying for the IB Diploma at Somerset
College. Biology is a chosen subject where he is learning about the significance of
ecosystems and conservation. Actively leading student participation in the
Wyangan Creek conservation project, within Somerset grounds, is helping
interested students acquire an understanding of ecosystem functions and the
importance of restoring and preserving healthy habitats. Noah has undertaken
this project to leave a lasting legacy at his school.
“There are many ways of looking at sustainability,” says Noah. “But, for me, it is simply
the ability to maintain our natural resources by not over-consuming.”
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Noah's active involvement to protect the
environment commenced at a young age after
becoming aware of Chris Jordan’s shocking
photographs of dead albatross chicks and the
diet of plastic that killed them. He recognised
that, "living in a plastic age", meant this
generation needed to change and improve their
lifestyle choices to preserve the species.
Possessing a keen interest in environmental
issues, Noah was shocked to see that some
people were unaware and oblivious of how
human activities impact the planet. His biggest
challenge was comprehending the demoralising
lack of awareness and interest from other
people. Thankfully, he's found support from
the like-minded on his sustainability journey.
These days, Noah is committed to creating
interest and awareness: “There’s a lot more
engagement now. People have started to talk about
the detrimental effects of climate change and what
we can do to adapt.” He believes that, in a way,
the current COVID-19 crisis is showing us the
power of cooperation when humans are faced
with an existential threat.
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The challenge now is how to make political leaders
implement the changes necessary to confront the
climate and nature emergencies” he adds.
The Wyangan Creek conservation project has
been one of Noah’s favourite and most
challenging projects so far. The project aims to
restore the stretch of Wyangan Creek on
Somerset College property and raise awareness
about the importance of restoring natural areas.
Noah is pictured below (left) with some of the
volunteers from the Somerset Community who
participated in a tree-planting day as part of his
Middle Years Program Personal Project in 2019.
Thinking of the future, Noah’s goals are to
attempt to create change and to raise awareness
about the importance of taking action to make
the earth a more sustainable place for people
and wildlife.
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Introducing

Gerard McCormick is the Director of his Palm Beach based landscape
architecture studio and father to two teenage boys. He has almost 30 years of
practice experience, is passionate about community and the Gold Coast and
established not for profit group Village Bike at Burleigh in 2013.

Coming from a humble background, Gerard understood the concept of sharing and reusing resources as
part of life. He learned the meaning behind considering others and living in balance. For him,
sustainability means living within your limits and those of the community around you, acknowledging
that we are all part of a system and as such, are able to contribute in a positive or a negative way. He
shares, "All aspects of your life, whether working, relaxing, or playing have some impact on the community we live
in. Community forms the basis for thinking sustainably and probably seeing a value in many things to avoid waste.”
With a successful career in landscape architecture, for Gerard the applications of living and working
sustainably become part of the everyday practice. For him, small things like considering existing values
and ensuring they are preserved in design work are essential. This could be in the form of resources like
topsoil and vegetation, or history and stories of a place, or the lifecycle of your design, the use of local
materials and the cost of maintenance and upkeep over time. “We always consider the basics of contributing
to a system in a positive or a negative way and understanding the role of a system and all parts of a system having
value”, he says.
The Village Bike Gold Coast idea stemmed from recovering discarded resources in kerbside clean-ups.
Many bikes were superior than the one he was riding but needed minor repairs, like having the tyres
pumped up. An easy fix, Gerard started to collect the bikes and after a short time, he had heaps of bikes.
Through his professional network, Gerard was part of a think-tank, “Think, Design, Connect” in which
an individual selected an idea in the local neighbourhood that could network to other ideas. “My idea was
a recycled bike scheme where bikes sourced on the street, especially with an eclectic Gold Coast style, could be used by
everyone as part of a free shared bike scheme. And Village Bike was born.”
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The idea gathered momentum rapidly. People and the media were interested in the concept, and the
Council started involving him in workshops, forums and street fests. Bike donations saved them from
the dump. The group spread a message of ‘we fix up old bikes.’ Gerard says, “When we were kids you had to
fix your own bike and we wanted to teach kids how they could fix their bikes rather than throwing them away.”
The group needed more storage and a space to work. Fortunately, Gold Coast City Council had a
disused community shed at Burleigh which Gerard negotiated the temporary use of. “It is amazing how
quickly an idea can turn into a reality” he says. They registered as a Not-for-Profit group, got a website,
Facebook page, logo and t-shirt, a venue to meet and work from and found a stream of interested
people wanting to collaborate. They had no shortage of used bikes, both repairable and for parts. “Once
you are a real thing it is amazing how things can develop” he adds.
Keeping up with demand has been a challenge. With a small volunteer member group and limited
work hours (Saturdays 10am - 2pm), time is valuable. When busy they often have to call on friends to
get involved and are always seeking new members. A elected new committee has been elected with
their first female chair, and Gerard shares that “Rach is doing a great job, as well as the effort of the other
members”. The group is considered a recreational group and classed as a non-essential service, therefore
the COVID-19 response means forced temporary closure to protect members. Curiously, enquiries
have increased with people needing bikes for exercise during these peculiar times.
Some of the collaborative project highlights are: Village Bike's entries in multiple SWELL Sculpture
Festival entries (2015-17, 2019-20); annual Classic Bike Show with swap meet, bands and food trucks;
'Closet Activist' with Bleach Festival - the group's first foray into dance and the Arts; King of the Hill
Billy Cart Race at Burleigh contested every year (with a 2nd place!); and Boilermaker Film night - an
interesting night activity for the shed. Gerard explains that the group is also pleased to work with other
community groups including: making blenders on bikes for Oz Harvest; bike repair for Southport and
Mudgeeraba Special Schools; coordination with Labrador Mens Shed and Surfers Sunrise at Ashmore;
Youth Week events; and donation of bikes to Youth Shelters and the homeless.
The future looks bright for Village Bike Gold Coast. They want to remain an enduring part of the
community, expand the shed and operate in other suburbs. The simple act of saving bikes from
landfill and recycling parts covers many aspects of sustainability, including remaining active and
healthy and promoting social interaction of all ages and education. Gerard shares one final favourite
thing about this work, “One of the simplest things we enjoy is when kids from the BMX track come in and want
to borrow the tools. Can you fix my puncture? – they ask. No, we reply. But we’ll show you how to do it.”
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SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS
NETWORK LIMITED

The Sustainable Schools Network
aim to educate and connect
school communities to imagine
a sustainable future.

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR
SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION
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